Shaniece B. Bickham, Ph.D.

The year 2008 proved to be one of many ups and downs, and twists and turns for the City of New Orleans. The city has endured political scandals and controversies between the City Council and Mayor Ray Nagin’s administration, education strides and struggles, violent crimes, and continuous recovery efforts and initiatives.

Last issue, Data News Weekly revisited the triumphant times of 2008 in the city, so what’s next? This week Data News Weekly will look ahead to the future and explore what the City of New Orleans will have to offer for its citizens in 2009.

Keeping an Eye on Local Government

In 2009, New Orleans residents should expect to hear more from the Office of the Inspector General, which Robert Cerasoli spearheads. The office has a staff of approximately 16, and is mainly responsible for ensuring the lawful operations and spending of the city’s money to hope-
fully rid city government of corrupt spending and waste. The first public report from Cerasoli and his office was released in mid-December and focused on the city’s use of take-home vehicles. Cerasoli and staff found among other issues that the city has 273 take-home vehicles when a city ordinance only allows a total of 60, no appropriate documentation exists regarding assignments of vehicles, and fuel usage is not properly monitored or documented.

This is just the first report of many to come in the future from the Office of the Inspector General, especially in light of the fact that the City Council has begun to add on even more duties for Cerasoli’s staff. Particularly, the Council voted 6-1 for Cerasoli to offer advice on how to revise the budget-review process. He plans to have a report regarding the budget-review process to the Council by March 30, 2009.

Improving Public Education in New Orleans

The Recovery School District has plans to open five new facilities for schools damaged by Hurricane Katrina. Groundbreakings for four of the five schools have already taken place. The new buildings are part of the Quick Start Initiative to increase the number of new school constructions in New Orleans. Original plans have occupancy scheduled for September 2009 for all five schools.

The schools receiving the new facilities are: (1) Lake Area High School, being built as a high-tech academy for 750 students in grades 9-12 with an approximate cost of $35 million for construction; (2) L.B. Landry High School, being built to accommodate 950 students from grades 9-12 with an approximate cost of $40 million for construction; (3) Langston Hughes Elementary School, being built to house 440 PreK through 8th graders with an approximate cost of $17.5 million for construction; (4) Andrew Wilson Elementary School, which will be renovated to modern standards while keeping the historical characteristics of the original building with an approximate cost of $15 for construction, and (5) Fannie C. Williams Elementary School, being completely renovated with an approximate construction cost of $13 million.

Dealing with Crime in New Orleans

Since Hurricane Katrina, the New Orleans Police Department now has over 1,500 officers thanks to a new graduating class of recruits. Fifty-four graduated in late December, and the department is expecting at least 40 more graduates by June 2009. The NOPD will also have assistance from the National Guard a while longer in 2009. The state recently approved the National Guard to remain in New Orleans until March 1, 2009, at a cost of $1.8 million.

On Dec. 30, 2008, the City had 178 reported murders as compared to 208 around that time last year, which represents a small decrease. As the police department continues to increase the size of its force, hopefully the murder rate and overall crime statistics will reflect a decrease at the end of 2009.

On the prosecution end of crime-fighting, Orleans Parish District Attorney Leon Cannizaro also has big crime-fighting initiatives planned for 2009. Just before the New Year, Cannizaro announced that he was disbanding the Violent Offenders Unit of his office. Lawyers who were assigned to this unit have been reassigned to the Homicide Screening Unit and the Trial Section of the District Attorney’s Office. Cannizzaro said that his decision will make the office more productive.

Continuing Recovery Initiatives

December 2008 proved to be a busy month for the City’s recovery efforts. To name a few, the NOPD Third District was able to move into its new station after its original facility was destroyed in Hurricane Katrina and Irish Channel residents received much-needed street improvements.

There are also plans in the works to reopen public libraries in the near future. Recovery efforts for the city have been overseen by Ed Blakely since 2007. While progress has been made, there has been much criticism regarding the slow rate of recovery and rebuilding of the neighborhoods. In addition, the fate of Blakely’s stay in New Orleans is still in limbo as he decides how much longer he plans to remain in his post with New Orleans.

Other recovery plans include a new LSU-VA hospital with a medical campus that will spread westward from Claiborne Avenue towards the criminal courthouse at Tulane Avenue and Broad Street. There is concern from this neighborhood’s residents, however, because residents and small business owners will have to relocate in order to make room for the new hospital.

The reopening of the Mahalia Jackson Theater of Performing Arts next week is also a much-anticipated recovery accomplishment. The arts community in New Orleans will now have the theater they call home to once again showcase ballets, theatrical events, concerts and other performances.

Looking Ahead

According the New Orleans Convention and Visitors Bureau, New Orleans has a lot to look forward to in 2009. A boost in tourism and conventions will be a definite boost for the City, especially for downtown and French Quarter businesses that rely on the tourism industry for stability. Recent studies also show that although the American economy is in a downward slope, the economy in New Orleans is holding steady, mostly because of the active rebuilding work taking place in the area.

It is difficult to say where the state stands financially, however. Gov. Bobby Jindal recently announced a $341 million deficit in the state’s 2009 budget.
Storm-damaged facility updated with state-of-the-art features

Mayor C. Ray Nagin, joined by members of the New Orleans City Council and local arts organizations on Dec. 19, officially announced the line-up of programs and entertainers that will highlight the re-opening of the Mahalia Jackson Theater for the Performing Arts.

Opening events will begin on Thursday, Jan. 8, with a special program featuring New Orleans performers. The week-long celebration will include top dancers and musicians, including, among others, violinist Itzhak Perlman, Gospel singer Yolanda Adams and tenor Placido Domingo.

The re-opening of the theater marks a major accomplishment in the rebuilding of city infrastructure. Along with public safety facilities, Mayor Nagin prioritized the complete refurbishment of the Mahalia Jackson Theater immediately after Hurricane Katrina and the flooding that followed.

"The re-opening of the Mahalia Jackson Theater will demonstrate to the world that New Orleans is back — our culture is back, our city is rebuilding and we will be even better than before," said Mayor Nagin. "We have planned an outstanding week of activities that has something for every New Orleanian and we look forward to this spectacular celebration."

The cost for the renovation of the theater is approximately $22 million. To date, FEMA has obligated $8.9 million to the project.

Inaugurated in 1973, when New Orleans native Norman Treigle performed Giuseppe Verdi's Messa di Requiem with the New Orleans Philharmonic Orchestra, the Mahalia Jackson Theater was severely damaged during Hurricane Katrina. Wind damaged the roof, read doors, stage and other fixtures. It also shattered an 8-foot-by-16-foot window. The basement of the theater received more than 14 feet of water, which damaged the motor control center, orchestra lifts, HVAC controls, sewerage ejector pumps and other vital systems. The repaired building will include a state-of-the-art sound system, a new orchestra shell and enhanced lighting. The theater also features a removable floor exclusively for dance performances.

The theater is located at 801 North Rampart St. in Armstrong Park, which is also being completely renovated. The refurbished Mahalia Jackson Theater will serve as a symbol of the rejuvenation of the city's cultural assets.

The week will begin with a very special concert, the New Orleans All Star Revue. The show will feature a diverse offering of quintessential New Orleans performers, including Grammy winning songstress Irma Thomas, Preservation Hall Jazz Band, Kermit Ruffins, Rebirth Brass Band, Marva Wright, Michael Ward, Phillip Manuel, Jeremy Davenport, Ingrid Lucia and Fready Omar. The free event will welcome the entire community to celebrate the re-opening of this historic venue.

One of the highlights of the week will be a special tribute to gospel legend Mahalia Jackson, during which Mayor Nagin will present the first "Mahalia Jackson Gospel Pioneeer Award" to a local citizen who has championed gospel music in the New Orleans community. Gospel superstar Yolanda Adams and trumpet virtuoso Irvin Mayfield will headline the "Tribute to Mahalia Jackson," which was coordinated by the New Orleans Jazz Orchestra. Adams will perform several of her own compositions and will be joined on selected songs by the One New Orleans Chorus. Adams and Mayfield will collaborate on one or more songs during the show.

Jackson is a native of the Black Pearl area of New Orleans’ Carrolton neighborhood. With her powerful, distinct voice, she became one of the most influential gospel singers in the world and was the first person to be dubbed the Queen of Gospel Music. She sang at President John F. Kennedy’s inaugural ball. She was an ardent supporter of the Civil Rights Movement, and sang to a crowd of 250,000 at the March on Washington in 1963 at the request of her friend the Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. She sang again for Dr. King at his funeral in 1968, after which she disappeared from most public political activities. Dr. King once said, “A voice like hers comes along once in a millennium.”

The National Academy of Recording Arts & Sciences created the Gospel Music or Other Religious Recording category for Jackson, making her the first Gospel Music Artist to win a Grammy Award. She performed for Presidents Truman, Eisenhower, Kennedy, Johnson and Nixon. She also sang for Queen Elizabeth II and Sir Winston Churchill of the United Kingdom, the King and Queen of Denmark, the Presidents of France and Liberia, the Empress of Japan, Prime Minister Indira Gandhi of India, the prime ministers of several Caribbean islands and several other heads of state and political figures worldwide. She died in 1972 at the age of 60.

Another artist who has demonstrated a strong commitment also is being honored as part of the re-opening. Mayor Nagin and the New Orleans City Council have named the stage in honor of the celebrated tenor Placido Domingo Stage. Domingo, who will perform during the theater’s opening week, appeared with the New Orleans Opera Association in nine performances from 1962-1971. He appeared again on March 4, 2006 for the single largest operatic event ever in New Orleans.

He also performed with Giuseppe Verdi's Messa di Requiem in 1973, when New Orleans native Norman Treigle performed Giuseppe Verdi's Messa di Requiem with the New Orleans Philharmonic Orchestra, the Mahalia Jackson Theater was severely damaged during Hurricane Katrina.

The Week will end with a special tribute to the illustrious San Francisco Ballet which will feature the critically praised New York City Ballet principal dancers Wendy Whelan and Albert Evans and dancers from the illustrious San Francisco Ballet, as well as legendary violinist Itzhak Perlman.

"We are honored to be one of the first companies to perform at the Mahalia Jackson Theater for the Performing Arts since its renovation following Hurricane Katrina," said San Francisco Ballet Executive Director Glenn McCoy. "We hope, in our own way, that this performance demonstrates the respect and admiration we hold for the city of New Orleans." The theater will again serve as the venue home for the New Orleans Ballet Association, the Louisiana Philharmonic Orchestra and the New Orleans Opera.

The re-opening of the Mahalia Jackson Theater will demonstrate to the world that New Orleans is back — our culture is back, our city is rebuilding and we will be even better than before," said Mayor Nagin. "We have planned an outstanding week of activities that has something for every New Orleanian and we look forward to this spectacular celebration."

The cost for the renovation of the theater is approximately $22 million. To date, FEMA has obligated $8.9 million to the project.

Inaugurated in 1973, when New Orleans native Norman Treigle performed Giuseppe Verdi's Messa di Requiem with the New Orleans Philharmonic Orchestra, the Mahalia Jackson Theater was severely damaged during Hurricane Katrina. Wind damaged the roof, read doors, stage and other fixtures. It also shattered an 8-foot-by-16-foot window. The basement of the theater received more than 14 feet of water, which damaged the motor control center, orchestra lifts, HVAC controls, sewerage ejector pumps and other vital systems. The repaired building will include a state-of-the-art sound system, a new orchestra shell and enhanced lighting. The theater also features a removable floor exclusively for dance performances.

The theater is located at 801 North Rampart St. in Armstrong Park, which is also being completely renovated. The refurbished Mahalia Jackson Theater will serve as a symbol of the rejuvenation of the city's cultural assets.

The week will begin with a very special concert, the New Orleans All Star Revue. The show will feature a diverse offering of quintessential New Orleans performers, including Grammy winning songstress Irma Thomas, Preservation Hall Jazz Band, Kermit Ruffins, Rebirth Brass Band, Marva Wright, Michael Ward, Phillip Manuel, Jeremy Davenport, Ingrid Lucia and Fready Omar. The free event will welcome the entire community to celebrate the re-opening of this historic venue.

One of the highlights of the week will be a special tribute to gospel legend Mahalia Jackson, during which Mayor Nagin will present the first "Mahalia Jackson Gospel Pioneeer Award" to a local citizen who has championed gospel music in the New Orleans community. Gospel superstar Yolanda Adams and trumpet virtuoso Irvin Mayfield will headline the "Tribute to Mahalia Jackson," which was coordinated by the New Orleans Jazz Orchestra. Adams will perform several of her own compositions and will be joined on selected songs by the One New Orleans Chorus. Adams and Mayfield will collaborate on one or more songs during the show.

Jackson is a native of the Black Pearl area of New Orleans’ Carrolton neighborhood. With her powerful, distinct voice, she became one of the most influential gospel singers in the world and was the first person to be dubbed the Queen of Gospel Music. She sang at President John F. Kennedy’s inaugural ball. She was an ardent supporter of the Civil Rights Movement, and sang to a crowd of 250,000 at the March on Washington in 1963 at the request of her friend the Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. She sang again for Dr. King at his funeral in 1968, after which she disappeared from most public political activities. Dr. King once said, “A voice like hers comes along once in a millennium.”

The National Academy of Recording Arts & Sciences created the Gospel Music or Other Religious Recording category for Jackson, making her the first Gospel Music Artist to win a Grammy Award. She performed for Presidents Truman, Eisenhower, Kennedy, Johnson and Nixon. She also sang for Queen Elizabeth II and Sir Winston Churchill of the United Kingdom, the King and Queen of Denmark, the Presidents of France and Liberia, the Empress of Japan, Prime Minister Indira Gandhi of India, the prime ministers of several Caribbean islands and several other heads of state and political figures worldwide. She died in 1972 at the age of 60.

Another artist who has demonstrated a strong commitment also is being honored as part of the re-opening. Mayor Nagin and the New Orleans City Council have named the stage in honor of the celebrated tenor Placido Domingo Stage. Domingo, who will perform during the theater’s opening week, appeared with the New Orleans Opera Association in nine performances from 1962-1971. He appeared again on March 4, 2006 for the single largest operatic event ever in New Orleans.
Southern University System approves budget reduction plan

New Orleans loses an advocate for justice

Rev. Dr. Marshall Truehill, Jr. dies from heart attack

New Orleans loses an advocate for justice

Rev. Dr. Marshall Truehill, Jr. - founder and Executive Director of Faith In Action Evangelistic Team, Inc., and Pastor of First United Baptist Church, both of New Orleans, died at the age of 60 after suffering a heart attack.

While an advocate of the recently passed Master Plan charter amendment, Truehill was also a vocal critic of HUD’s plan to destroy the Big Four housing developments following hurricane Katrina. Truehill doubted that the units would be replaced with housing for the underserved.

“T’m extremely skeptical that anything will be replaced,” said Truehill, an opponent of the demolitions who grew up in B.W. Cooper (then called the Calliope), served on the City Planning Commission, and oversaw social work in the city’s 10 public-housing projects for all of his adult life . . . “There is a deadline of 2010 to have those things completed,” he said. “But we’re already on the cusp of 2009, and we haven’t seen a single pile driven.” - Times-Picayune

One of Rev. Truehill’s last public appearances was before the New Orleans City Council in December where he expressed his concerns about the conduct of the body and its relationship with the citizens of New Orleans, particularly the African-American community.

Rev. Truehill was a native New Orleanian and was educated in the public schools of New Orleans. He received a Bachelor of Science degree in Music Education from Xavier University in 1973. He received the Bachelor of Theology degree from Christian Bible College in 1979, the Master of Divinity Degree from New Orleans Theological Seminary in 1986, and the Doctor of Ministry from New Orleans Baptist Seminary in May 1990. Dr. Truehill’s doctoral project is entitled Reclaiming Young Adult, Urban Black Males into the Life and Work of Faith In Action Baptist Church. He was currently a Doctoral Fellow at the University of New Orleans in the Department of Urban Studies. His doctoral dissertation was entitled, The Role of the Church in Ame- liorating Societal Ills: Developing and Implementing a Comprehensive Grassroots Disaster Plan for the City of New Orleans.

In response to the state’s impending budget shortfall, the Southern University Board of Supervisors met in December to approve a budget reduction plan that would reduce the Southern University System’s budget by $6,957,331. The plan, which calls for the reduction to be shared by the Board and System and each campus within the System, is preliminary and seeks to protect the core mission of the University as much as possible from the negative effects of budget cuts.

The Southern University System along with the other higher education systems were required to make budget adjustments by Jan. 1, 2009 through the end of the fiscal year, which equates to an annual budget reduction of approximately $14 million for the Southern System.

“We are all taken by surprise at the magnitude of the reductions in our budgets, but nonetheless, we must begin the difficult process of identifying where the reductions can be made,” said SU System President Ralph Slaughter.

President Slaughter has outlined several areas for the System and campuses to take immediate steps in reducing expenditures including - reductions in travel; freeze hiring, filling vacant positions and issuing new professional service contracts, except as essential; reduction in the number of adjunct faculty; requesting faculty to assume unpaid voluntary teaching overloads; increasing class sizes, consolidating summer school sessions; reducing the number of temporary and part-time faculty and staff; reductions in expenditures for supplies and operational expenses; and increasing institutional cost sharing for critical services.

“We have already adopted measures to reduce energy use and conserve at resources. We will be looking at ways to further reduce these costs on each of our campuses,” added Slaughter.

The University will also be conducting a thorough review and assessment of programs, offering early retirement incentives for employees as well as asking employees to bear a greater workload. It may require qualified administrators to teach courses.
Mychal Bell, who received much attention as part of the Jena 6, shot himself in the chest on Monday, Dec. 29. News of Bell’s shooting came days after reports that he was arrested on shoplifting charges on Christmas Eve. Initial news stories reported Bell’s shooting as being accidental. Bell’s attorney and family members later issued statements suggesting that the negative media attention may have prompted the shooting, however.

City mails property tax bills

Property owners should have received bills by Dec. 31

Property owners in the City of New Orleans should have received their 2009 Real Estate and Personal Property Business tax bills. The bills were mailed over the past several days. Taxpayers are encouraged to pay their property tax bills online by visiting www.cityofno.com. Property owners must have their tax bill number and a valid checking account or debit/credit card to complete the transaction. Tax payments also may be mailed to: City of New Orleans, P.O. Box 60047, New Orleans, LA 70166-0047.

Walk-in customers may go to City Hall, Bureau of Treasury, Room 1W39 for assistance. Office hours are 8:45 am – 4:40 pm, Monday through Friday. This option is not encouraged due to potential long lines.

To ensure most efficient posting, the tax bill stub should be enclosed with payment. If no bill stub is available, taxpayers should write the tax bill number on the face of their check or money order. Payments must be payable to the City of New Orleans.

Property owners who do not receive a tax bill for each parcel of realty and/or business property they own by December 31, 2008, should call 1-866-493-7407 to obtain the information they need to pay the bills in a timely manner. Property owners should provide the tax bill number for any property about which you are requesting information.

Failure to receive a tax bill will not excuse property owners from delinquency interest and penalties if the payment is not received on time. Property taxes become payable upon issuance of tax bills and will become delinquent on Feb. 1, 2009.

Data News Weekly Moves into 2009 With New Initiatives

As we move ahead into a new year, Data News Weekly will continue providing the same important news for the people as it has been. Data News will also introduce new and exciting columns and special sections that are sure to stimulate the minds of our readers.

January and February are of special importance to Data News Weekly as we will begin covering the historical moment of the inauguration of America’s first African-American President, while also reflecting on the historical implications of Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.’s contributions during the King Holiday. Not only that, the King Holiday and Presidential Inauguration are perfect backdrops to lead us into the celebration of Black History Month. During this month, little-known Black History facts will be highlighted in addition to Data News showcasing those African-American heroes who stood at the forefront of the Civil Rights era.

Data News Weekly also plans to cover issues that are plaguing the African-American community from an in-depth perspective. Some of these topics include but are not limited to, domestic violence, crime, poverty, and education. Each issue, you will find something new to ponder about during the course of your week.

On a lighter note, Data News Weekly will continue doing what it loves to do most...showcase you—our readers. Starting next issue, we will launch a special section entitled: Shoot Data With Your Best Shot! This section will be dedicated to featuring photos submitted by photographers and readers that place a spotlight on everyday life, parties, births, christenings...you name it. Shoot Data With Your Best Shot belongs to you!

You can also expect Data News Weekly more visibly in the community. Our newspapers will soon be available in more places and in bright newsstands that will definitely be eye-catchers. In addition, our future plans include hosting community events that will allow our readers an opportunity to become more familiar with us and our initiatives.

So, with that being said, keep your eyes and ears open as Data News Weekly continues Lighting the Road to the Future!
Louisiana Revamps Small Rental Property Program to Advance Funding to Participants

The state of Louisiana is restructuring its Small Rental Property program to offer up-front financing to existing property owners currently active in the program beginning in early 2009. Louisiana Recovery Authority Executive Director Paul Rainwater announced at the LRA’s board meeting Wednesday.

“There is a critical lack of affordable housing in many hurricane-affected areas and the program wasn’t getting funds to landlords quickly enough. When coupled with the current national economic crisis, it was clear that we had to make major changes to get money in the hands of landlords, which should create affordable rental units more quickly,” said Paul Rainwater, executive director of the Louisiana Recovery Authority. “By advancing some funds, we’re hoping to infuse the market not only with incentive payments to reduce rents, but also with cash to move construction along and create jobs in recovery areas.

Currently, the program is designed as an incentive program, meaning the state offers an award when a unit is repaired and occupied. Using program guidance in a previously approved action plan, the state will begin paying “advances” of funds to some landlords through a housing rehabilitation program that will fully launch in early 2009. As such, the change does not require a vote of the LRA and has already been approved by the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD).

This new option will provide current program property owners up-front financing to cover repair and rebuilding expenses in exchange for providing affordable housing once the property is repaired. Under the current structure, landlords receive their awards at a closing after their unit is rented.

The up-front financing is an additional option for program participants, but it will not replace the current incentive program. Those who accept this option still will be held to the Small Rental Property program requirements as well as federal regulations and requirements associated with rehabilitation programs. Program participants who have their certificates of occupancy and are waiting for closing or who have already scheduled a closing will continue in the incentive program.

Program participants will get letters informing them of the change and the state will hold closed outreach sessions in early 2009 for landlords to get information about their projects and new program options. In addition, staff members are reviewing files to flag applicants that are prime candidates for the new program and inspectors will begin visiting rental units to determine what level of construction remains to fully repair them. Under the current program structure, inspections occur at the end of the process when it is time for a participant to get an award from the program.

Based on very preliminary reviews, the state anticipates that as many as 3,000 current program properties with awards representing almost $270 million could be assisted through this change, creating as many as 5,800 rental units. Many of these applicants already started their construction work, but have not been able to complete it because of a lack of funding.

In total, as of Dec. 8, the program has held 433 closings, disbursing almost $29 million and creating 620 units. As of December 8, another 110 closings were pending, representing 215 units and more than $9 million in awards.

Entergy Hurricane Relief Fund Announces $700,000 in Grants to Louisiana and Texas Agencies

PRNewswire-FirstCall/– The Entergy Hurricane Relief Fund announced $700,000 in grants to 39 nonprofits helping victims of hurricanes Gustav and Ike rebuild their lives and communities after the devastating storms.

Louisiana groups received 20 grants totaling $430,000 and 19 Texas agencies were awarded $270,000 from the fund. The fund was created by Entergy Corporation and the Foundation for the Mid South in the days after the storms hit Entergy’s service territory less than two weeks apart in September.

The storms knocked out power to more than 1.6 million Entergy customers. Winds and flooding damaged thousands of homes and businesses in communities from south Louisiana to the upper Texas coast.

“We targeted funding groups that will have an impact on the long-term economic health and viability of the communities hit hardest by the storms,” said Patty Riddlebarger, director of corporate social responsibility.

“To many of our customers and neighbors are still struggling to recover from Ike,” said Joe Domingo, president and chief executive officer of Entergy Texas, Inc. “We hope these grants will help as they rebuild their homes and their lives.”

Renae Conley, president and chief executive officer of Entergy Louisiana, LLC and Entergy Gulf States Utilities Louisiana, L.L.C., said, “After two such devastating storms, one of our goals was to work with our community partners to reach out to our customers who needed the most help getting back on their feet.

“The agencies receiving these grants are doing tremendous work, and we’re humbled by their determination to help those in need,” she said.

The agencies receiving the grants were selected by a committee chosen by the Foundation for the Mid South. The agencies range from Habitat for Humanity in Jefferson County, Texas, to the Second Harvest Food Bank of Greater New Orleans.

Over 5,280 children were abused in Louisiana last year.

This year, you can be the voice for one.

Each year thousands of children in every Louisiana parish enter into foster care because they were innocent victims of abuse or neglect. You can be the one to help an abused child in your parish.

A Court Appointed Special Advocate—or CASA—helps an abused child by learning about his or her case and speaking up for the child’s best interests. Everyday people can be a CASA.

Will you be one?

Be the 1. Be a CASA.

To learn more about how to be the 1 in your parish visit www.louisianacasa.org or call 1-888-567-2272

www.ladatanews.com
It is the New Year and like every other it is a time when people reflect on the previous year and make resolutions and set goals for the incoming year. New Orleans Data News Weekly caught up with some people who shared their thoughts about what's in store for them in 2009.

**Pipeline to the People**

by Benjamin Bates

I’ve sat and thought about my resolutions for the New Year. I would like to start by taking better care of myself and becoming more fit, which means going to the gym more often and eating healthier. Also, I am striving to work harder to advance myself on my job and hopefully purchase another home and treat myself with a new vehicle.

**Tamika L. Carter**

I want to continue to strive to pursue excellence in all my endeavors and become a more spiritual and effective leader. And in my role as an educator, I hope to continue educating young minds with the hopes of producing a more civil and learned society.

**Derek Bardell**

My first resolution is to continue to be the support system to my husband, family and friends. Secondly, to become more health-conscious as it relates to my diabetes that I have had for the past 18 years. I want to be an inspiration to young children that have been affected by Type 1 Juvenile Diabetes by getting involved in the Juvenile Diabetes Research Foundation as well as the American Diabetes Association. Lastly, I plan to further educate myself. One can never have enough education in life. I plan to further my education in counseling for both adults and children. I believe I have that gift of listening and providing a support system that is sometimes greatly needed.

Overall, we as a people need to understand that when making resolutions, [we must] make sure that the resolutions are realistic. We don’t need unnecessary pressure on ourselves. I’d like to instill in others, as well as myself that as the New Year approaches, strive for a positive change, never settle, inspire and encourage someone, and always keep God first in all that you do.

---

**Data News Trailblazer Janice Meredith Appears on Good Morning America**

Edwin Buggage

Editor-in-Chief

Janice Meredith’s story is an inspiration, as she has persevered after Hurricane Katrina when she was forced out her home in New Orleans. Left without a home and the business she built as the owner of a hair salon, she and husband Jules Meredith, Jr. and their infant child fled to the Atlanta area. Like so many affected by the storm and the breaching of the levees, their resources soon became scant as they didn’t know what their future would hold.

“We were used to doing for ourselves and it was hard thinking that the basic things we take for granted, we actually lost,” Meredith said.

While Meredith and her family didn’t know what would transpire next in their struggle, help came when she answered an ad on Craigslist from a Donna Daily, a North Carolina woman who had a home in the Atlanta area. Daily, who as one of many quiet heroes, offered a home she had in the Atlanta area to Meredith and taking it off the market to let the Meredith family use it as their temporary safe haven. The home would be Meredith and her extended family’s home for nine months. As the Merediths began to put the pieces of their lives back together, they eventually returned to New Orleans and have rebuilt their home and business.

The two women have corresponded via email, but never met. The two finally met recently on the set of Good Morning America with Diane Sawyer. Meredith was accompanied by her husband and small son. It was a tearful meeting. The Meredith family thanked Ms. Daily for her selfless act of kindness. She says of their meeting, “I am glad we finally got to meet and I will always love her for what she did for me and my family in our time of need.”

Janice Meredith appears with her family and Donna Daily who opened her home in Atlanta to them after Hurricane Katrina.
Not Easily Broken Breaks Stereotypes

Edwin Buggage
Editor-in-Chief

In an age where the U.S. just elected Barack Obama its first African-American President, perceptions of what race has represented has been forever altered. In many areas of American life the still thorny issue of race plays a part in how people perceive one another in this country.

This has been evident in many areas of American life, but has been prevalent in the entertainment business. Since its inception, opportunities for African-Americans have been limited and African-American actors have been relegated to playing roles that depict them in a less than favorable light. And because of the power of these images being broadcast across various mediums, the lives and stories of African-Americans have been seen through a very narrow lens.

In the third millennium this practice has been challenged as more African-Americans are taking the reins working in front of, as well as behind, the camera to produce a more balanced portrait of the African-American community. On Jan. 9 Bishop T.D. Jakes along with executive producer and film star Morris Chestnut will release Not Easily Broken, a film about relationships and the redemptive power of love.

Chestnut, who has been an actor in front of the camera, and is now working behind the scenes, said he feels good about how this project portrays African-Americans and says it is because controlling the images is an essential part of that.

“I think we being in control definitely helps.” I think Bishop Jakes, being in the position that he is in, he has allowed me the opportunity to become the executive producer on this film and to wear more than just an actor’s hat.” Speaking of how he would like to do more work behind the scenes Chestnut said, “If I get the opportunity in the future, I will do the same thing. I think that most of our friends in the industry who are working actors [are] trying to work towards that as well.”

Chestnut added, “It is a very difficult industry to be in, especially when you are a minority. Just to have an opportunity such as this—you have to treasure it once it comes—and then when you have the opportunity, you have to give someone else the opportunity to go behind the scenes and produce films and do things like that.”

The film is unusual for its genre in that it is told from the male viewpoint. Bishop Jakes said of the film, “In reference to the male perspective on love, the film is a derivative of the book and the book was written by a man, …, and we don’t have the appropriate outlet to express who we are,” said Jakes.

The story centers on a professional couple played by Chestnut and actress Taraji P. Henson and the ups and downs that tests their relationship. The film’s topic is very real and passions arise surrounding the topic, and in doing a film that surrounds something so realistic there is a fragile balance between character, caricature, and stereotypes. The controversial issue of African-American women being materialistic is one of the topics that is addressed in the film. Jakes said that African-Americans should not be afraid to address these issues and others in films saying that African-Americans are not monolithic, so there should be no controversy regarding this issue.

There is no stereotypical woman. They are very, very diverse, but we’re living in a capitalistic society and a materialistic society. I don’t think we should paint all black women with one paintbrush because that would be a misappropriation of truth,” Jakes said.

This film is a movie about spirituality as well and holding onto faith when life becomes hard. Bishop Jakes says of the title and its meaning and significance, “As it relates to the [title of] Not Easily Broken, it’s taken from the book of Ecclesiastes; and it really deals with a three-fold cord that is not easily broken. The premise that we are using in the movie is to say you need something outside of a man and a woman to hold a relationship together. For us, it is our faith.”

See Not Easily Broken continued on next page.
A New Beginning for a New Year

Hi Family, we’re facing a new year. I’m excited about that, and you should be too. A new year means a brand new start in your life. A new year means a new look on life. A new year means a fresh start. Also, a new year could mean to someone that “I’m going back to school,” or “I’m going back to college to get my degree.”

It can mean to someone else that you’ve been sitting around all year worrying about things that you really don’t have any control over, and you have made a decision that this new year you’re not going to let the trials of life get you down anymore. It could also mean for somebody that you’ve decided to stop dreaming and start living your dream by starting your own business. A new year, a new beginning could mean to someone “I’m tired about the way I look” and this year you’re going to lose the weight once and for all.

The question comes to mind, “What do you want to do this New Year that you didn’t get a chance to do in 2008?” Come on family, have you asked yourself that question yet? Come on, think about it, and if you haven’t asked, you should. Tell yourself, “I’m going to do better this year even though I did alright in 2008.” We all should want to get better in what we do, right?

We should not want to sit around and complain and do nothing with our lives, and just let life year in and year out pass us by. Let me tell you this short story. “There was a man who planted a large crop. He was a beginner or some would call him a beginner farmer. He prepared the ground to put his seeds in for planting. After a while, he noticed that his crop was not growing the way it should have been. When he finally figured out what had happened, he forgot to fertilize the ground before he planted his seeds.”

What we need to understand about the farmer is that even though he spent a lot of time and money getting the land ready, he didn’t get discouraged to give up farming. This is what he said to himself, “I’m going to let this be a learning experience to me and next year’s crop is going to be great. What I’m saying to you is that we all have made some mistakes in 2008. All of us have fallen short in some area of our lives. It may have been in the area of not being the best mother you should have been to your child or children. It may have been in the area of a man and a woman who have been dating each other.

It may have been in the area of not being a good spouse. It may have been in the area of not being a good son or daughter, or employee. Family, let’s not look back and feel sorry for ourselves, but let’s look forward to a New Year and a new beginning. Donnie McClurkin sang in his song, “We fall down, but we can get back up again.” The Bible tells us this in Philippians 3:13, “Forgetting those things that are behind us and move on to the future.”

God bless you and have a happy and prosperous New Year. You can call me @ 504-812-5767 with your comment.

New Orleans Producer Darius ‘Deezle’ Harrison Nominated for Three Grammy Awards

Producer Helps Make ‘Tha Carter III’ One of 2008’s Top Albums of The Year

One of New Orleans’ best kept secrets, producer & vocal engineer Darius “Deezle” Harrison is smiling due to three Grammy nominations for his work with Lil Wayne this past year. Deezle has been nominated for one (1) Grammy as a Songwriter for Best Rap Song of the Year “Lollipop” and for two (2) Grammys as a producer and mixer/engineer for Album of the Year “Tha Carter III.”

In addition to his Grammy nominated work on Lil Wayne’s Tha Carter III, Deezle has produced songs for Cash Money, Yung Joc, Huey, Teena Marie and even jazz artist Donald Harrison. Deezle also worked on Lil Wayne’s first two Carter albums which released to rave reviews. He has engineered tracks like Destiny’s Child “Soldier,” featuring Lil Wayne, “Crying Out For Me,” by Mario, the “Just Fine” remix by Mary J. Blige and Lloyd’s “Girls around the World,” also featuring Lil Wayne.

A classically trained dancer as well as an accomplished vocalist and musician who plays the guitar, drums, bass and saxophone, Deezle is currently growing his DRUMMAJOR Music label and brand. He says the DRUM MAJOR Music movement will be strong, with a sound easily recognizable, but difficult to copy.

“For a country on the verge of having an African-American President, Chestnut said he feels this is a great time to have a film like this in theaters to change the perception of African-American males.

“I think image is extremely powerful. Just having an African-American man as the president of our country, and people seeing that over and over again, time and time again, I know it won’t erase that color barrier, but hopefully it will make it more common and more familiar to people who really are not used to seeing men of color, in power,” said Chestnut.

In this age it is a time to challenge stereotypes using art to show the diversity in the community, according to Jakes. “Now more than ever, we need art to give a more total comprehensive reflection of who we are as a people, not only as African-Americans, not only as people of faith, but the great thing about this movie is that the cast is diverse,” said Jakes.

Continuing his thought and talking about the multi-racial cast in the film Jakes said, “So it brings the Caucasians to the table as well and says ‘Why can’t we work together, why can’t we be friends, why can’t we hang out at the gym together, why can’t we approach crises together, ride around in the car and listen to that music?’ In the movie you’ve got two black guys riding around in a car with a white guy who is playing hip hop. How American is that? It’s really a diverse opportunity for us to find out how to better get along with one another.”
STROKE TARGETS BY COLOR.

Know where you stand. The odds are African Americans are twice as likely to suffer a stroke as white Americans.
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My paternal grandfather, who stood tall in height and wisdom, would often teach life lessons from his observation that the darkest portion of the night sky is just before dawn. Likewise, my maternal grandmother’s face seemed to metaphorically convey the dawn. Likewise, my maternal grandmother’s face seemed to metaphorically convey the dawn. Likewise, my maternal grandmother’s face seemed to metaphorically convey the dawn.

As we bury the Bush Administration, a new day is dawning in America, with a new light for the world provided by the enlightenment of a new son - President Barack Hussein Obama. While it is true that the darkness yields light to light over time, and the sun takes many minutes to rise, we must be patient and trim with the pleasant possibilities.

The sun appears to rise in the main still for three days. On the fourth day, the sun is at its lowest point in the southern sky and seems to remain still for three days. On the fourth day, the sun appears to rise in the main still for three days. On the fourth day, the sun is at its lowest point in the southern sky and seems to remain still for three days.

One approach would be to adopt a college version of the Rooney Rule. Some have suggested calling it the Robinson Rule, in honor Doug Williams’ former coach, Ed Robinson of Grambling. For that to work, however, penalties must be assessed against universities that fail to cooperate.

A sure-fire way of forcing change would be for star high school players and their parents to spurn athletic programs that spurn Black leadership. If players refuse to enroll in universities that have never hired a Black head coach in any sport or an African-American athletic director at any time, such universities would finally get the message.

What I like about this approach is that it empowers the athlete and does not rely on the so-called good will of schools eager to exploit Black athletes.

George E. Curry, former editor-in-chief of Emerge magazine and the NNPA News Service, is a keynote speaker, moderator, and media coach. He can be reached through his Web site, www.georgecurry.com.
The Greatest Gift of All at Christmas and In the New Year

Rev. Barbara Reynolds
NNPA Columnist

The greatest gift of all this Christmas was the emancipation of the human spirit, a present everyone can receive, but virtually no one can buy.

With plant closings, homeowner evictions and unemployment on a frightening rise, this Christmas was not just another present everyone can receive, but virtually was the emancipation of the human spirit, a present everyone can receive, but virtually no one can buy.

As we lost stuff—wages, stocks, houses—we were forced to see what else there is about ourselves that gives us meaning and purpose.

And when the euphoria fades from the election of our first Black President Barack Obama, we must still face those issues of self-hate and cultural rot that no one person can fix.

But for now at the highest level, virtue is making a comeback. For eight long years under George Bush we have seen how megalomaniac, cronism, unbridled greed, corruption have destroyed our economy, tarnished our image around the world and at the very worst cost the lives of thousands of our own soldiers and Iraqi civilians needlessly.

Today with the election of President Obama we see the re-birth in the American character of the blessings of hard work, integrity and the pursuit of excellence as realities rather than storybook fantasies.

I see the torch passing, not just from Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. to Barack Obama, but from our African slave ancestors to every living soul with a vision, a dream, a legacy to be built and to pass on.

I first noticed that foreigners were looking at African-Americans differently, perhaps as an extension or a reflection of a rejuvenated spirit, when I was touring Egypt this summer along with a group from the Howard University School of Divinity. Other tourists, not only from Africa, but European countries were smiling and waving at us calling us “Obamas,” which based on past experiences abroad I found surprising.

Now as the entire world looks at African-Americans differently because not only is one of our own the leader of the most powerful government on Earth but also the new face or symbol of a professional excellence and morality.

Nevertheless there is still a demand for a change in our culture to embrace this new global reality. The greatest gift we can give to our first Black President is to put forth our best efforts on all fronts: the best parents, the best students, the best politicians, and the best caretakers of our senior citizens.

For those who believe in miracles, there are a few more we need. Barack cannot fix all our problems; some solutions must come from above.

For example, my Christmas wish is that a lightning bolt hits the Supreme Court building and knocks Justice Clarence Thomas to the floor, and miraculously revives him as a principled Black man. He continues to be an embarrassment.

The latest scandal is how Uncle Thomas took up the cause to deny Barack Obama his history-making presidency based on the stupid challenge that he was not a “natural born” American, which would forbid him from becoming president under the Constitution.

None other than Republican Alan Keys, who had parachuted into Illinois to run against Obama for president, teamed up with Thomas to press the case even after other Justices ignored it. The argument was that since Obama was born in Hawaii and his father was a Kenyan national, Obama had dual citizenship at birth, which disqualified him from the presidency. Happily on December 8, the Court rejected the case. Only a lightning bolt from heaven could release Thomas of his inbred self-hatred, which he bitterly projects on other Blacks.

Second on my wish list that we can’t expect President Obama to fix in the obsession with thug culture. The spectacle of so many “creditable” adults standing and applauding Lil Wayne at a recent BET event was typical of why so many of our young people are drugging, gang-banging and busting through the charts with HIV/AIDS.

Dwayne Michael Carter, Jr. (Lil Wayne) has a CD on the charts called, “The Lollipop.” While the lewd lyrics are too pornographic to be quoted here, I assure you the lollipop Lil Wayne is encouraging our boys and girls to lick is not candy. Yet, respectable adults who appear to be in their right minds stand and cheer this pornographic rapper with his pants down showing his underwear.

Lil Wayne, who is up for several Grammy awards, is a hero to many young people partly because of his thug credentials, which includes several arrests for possession of drugs and guns.

The rappers and the thug culture are creating a homicidal environment for our young people as more Blacks die in Black-on-Black violence than soldiers killed in a declared war in Iraq. Again, as HIV is pandemic in our community, those who sing about rampant sex are cheered instead of denounced.

If we can elect a Black president surely we can achieve the next miracle of creating a culture where a Supreme Court Justice to a pornographic rapper can stop projecting values that kill and destroy.

Navigating the Road Ahead

Farrah Gray
NNPA Columnist

Getting you where you need to go takes two separate efforts - one to look at the map and the other to look out of the windshield.

Once you have defined your goals and vision, you have to learn what it takes to get there.

Education and training is important; it’s the second component to “doing the knowledge.” And you have to have root knowledge, not branch knowledge. This means you can’t just skim the surface of a subject matter and suddenly become the master of it. Having a comprehensive knowledge requires digging deep, even if you are ahead of the game at the start with a bundle of natural skills for a particular subject. That’s when you’re likely to take too many uncalculated risks and enter a minefield ill-equipped.

Make a decision and go for your chosen profession. You can acquire that knowledge in school or in life.

Mentors and teachers come hugely into play here. These are the people who can give you the information you need to move forward, especially at the start line. They often make for great cheerleaders, too.

Even the cream of the crop has coaches, teachers, and mentors. Famous singers have singing coaches. Olympic athletes have coaches. Actors have acting teachers. Bestselling authors have editors. Even the cream of the crop has coaches, teachers, and mentors. Famous singers have singing coaches. Olympic athletes have coaches. Actors have acting teachers. Bestselling authors have editors. Even the cream of the crop has coaches, teachers, and mentors. Famous singers have singing coaches. Olympic athletes have coaches. Actors have acting teachers. Bestselling authors have editors.

Professionals like lawyers, doctors, and scientists have mentors — those senior individuals who can advance your own talent and transform it into polished talent. We also need people who can challenge our thinking, and get us to acknowledge a different perspective from time to time.

Trouble is, as witnesses to (and for) the mistakes of others’ success we typically see the end result rather than a progression of practice, practice, practice.

When we watch a star perform on the stage or a runner dashing to the finish line at the Olympics, we forget to consider the manufacturing that went into that single, winning moment. We skip over the hours upon hours of missed attempts and false starts that held us back.

We are in awe of the outcome but fail to acknowledge and appreciate all the in-the-moment moving up to it.

For example, every singer has a sound check before any performance. So will you before you go out and do whatever it is you’re intended to do.

For those who need more structure and a process to handling decision-making, let me share with you my A.H.E.A.D. methodology.

A: Assess risks from an educated standpoint. Do the research necessary to learn all the potential risks involved in a pursuit.

B: Consider other options along the way. Be open to circumstances that change your surroundings.

C: Assess where you stand on experience and self-examination. Make calculated moves. Like the game of chess, see if you can act with your third move in mind.

D: Discern between what’s working and what’s not working to continue forward. This is when you need to perhaps plan a new direction.

We all hit walls once in a while. That doesn’t mean we have to stop. We turn around and find another way onward. We have to be willing to let go of ideas and pursuits that clearly aren’t working. They should be placed in the desire category instead of the known-skills category. If you hit a wall, there’s an open road to be taken elsewhere with another set of skills innate to you.

Farrah Gray is the author of Get Real, Get Rich: Conquer the 7 Lies Blocking You from Success and the international best-seller Re-alignment: Nine Steps to Becoming Rich from In the Inside Out. For more information on the Farrah Gray Foundation, Dr. Gray can be reached via email at tfgr@farrahgray.com or his web site at www.drfarrahgray.com
The Legendary Eartha Kitt Succumbs to Colon Cancer

Special to the NNPA from the St. Louis American (NNPA) - Legendary singer, dancer and actress Eartha Kitt passed away from colon cancer on Christmas Day at the age of 81. Her career began with dance icon Katherine Dunham and resulted in a career that spanned more than six decades and included dance, film, television and music.

She was born in South Carolina, but left as a young girl to live in New York City with an aunt. It was in New York that Kitt auditioned for the Katherine Dunham Dance Troupe on a dare and landed a spot as a featured dancer and vocalist.

Kitt would soon become famous for her raspy voice and her role as Catwoman on the “Batman” television series as well as for being the original vocalist on the Christmas Classic “Santa Baby.”

During her career, Kitt was nominated for three Tony awards, two Grammy awards, won two Emmy awards and was honored with a star on Hollywood’s Walk of Fame in 1960. She had just taped a PBS special six weeks ago in Chicago, which will air in February. Her single “Santa Baby,” originally recorded in 1954, was certified gold last week.

Information from CNN.com, and people.com contributed to this report.

Allstate Invites America to Put Its “Good Hands®” to Use on Martin Luther King, Jr. Day and Beyond February

Allstate Insurance Company announced it is designating Martin Luther King, Jr. Day 2009 as Allstate Beyond February Give Back Day, to be observed in Atlanta and cities across the country on Jan. 19, 2009.

As part of the company’s commitment to the African-American community and continued commitment to volunteerism, this special initiative will further the ideals and vision of Dr. King in his hometown and nationally by inspiring people to donate their time to worthy causes in their own communities on January 19th and throughout the entire year.

“All beyond February give back day reinforces the importance of giving back to your community in the spirit of my father and everything he fought for,” said Bernice King, Dr. King’s youngest daughter. “But an even greater tribute to my father’s legacy is evidenced by the people who demonstrate the passion and the commitment to serve their communities throughout the year, not just on MLK Day or during Black History Month.”

To kick off Allstate Beyond February Give Back Day, Allstate has partnered with The King Center in Atlanta to host a volunteer rally after the annual ecumenical service honoring Dr. King at Ebenezer Baptist Church on the morning of January 19. During the event, Allstate and King family representatives will encourage the thousands of people in attendance to put their good hands to good use by visiting BeyondFebruary.com to learn about volunteer opportunities they can sign up for in their communities.

During the rally, more than 1,000 volunteers, organized locally by Allstate, will spread out across Atlanta to donate their time and efforts to a variety of charities and non-profit organizations, including the 100 Black Men of America, 100 Black Women of America, the Ryan Cameron Foundation, the Atlanta ToolBank, and several public schools, in honor of Dr. King.

Allstate is encouraging all consumers to visit BeyondFebruary.com to find out how to find volunteer opportunities in their zip codes on Beyond February Give Back Day (January 19, 2009). This interactive Website highlights Allstate’s commitment to the African-American community and links to VolunteerMatch, an online search engine that promotes volunteerism and civic engagement by matching volunteers with charitable organizations and non-profits.

Because Allstate believes in supporting the African-American community well beyond just the month of February, Beyond February was established in 2007 as an ongoing initiative that creates, supports and sponsors programs that empower and enrich African-American communities across the United States. The program is highlighted by the interactive Web site, which, in addition to providing access to information on volunteer opportunities for Beyond February Give Back Day, also highlights the various programs and events Allstate supports throughout the year via an artistic and visual mural.

“At Allstate, we want to make it easy for people to put their good hands to work for the betterment of the community,” said Anise Wiley-Little, assistant vice president and chief diversity officer for Allstate. “Beyond February and Allstate Beyond February Give Back Day will empower people to embrace volunteerism while providing them with the resources to carry on the spirit of Dr. King throughout the year.”

Highlights of Beyond February since its inception in October 2007 have included sponsorships of the Tom Joyner Family Reunion, the American Black Film Festival, State of the Black Union, the Gospel Superfest, and more.

Plaintiff Happy With Settlement in $225 Million Race Discrimination Suit Against NASCAR
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CHARLOTTE, N.C. (NNPA) - The former official who filed a $225 million racial discrimination and sexual harassment lawsuit against NASCAR is very pleased and sexual harassment lawsuit $225 million racial discrimination - The former official who filed a session was suggested by U.S. ored people time,” and was fright-
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In 1988. After her release, she was clean for two years. But a relapse during the 2006-07 season set her back, and by 2009 she had spent a total of six years in prison. "I have gotten so much out of the program," La-Shell said. "I'm learning how to live without having to break the law to get what I want."
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Shoot Ya Best Shot!

New Baby?

Great Party?

Touching Family Moment?

Data News Wants to see YOU in pictures!

Send us your candid shots along with the photographer’s name for publishing consideration. Photos should be emailed to datanewspictures@gmail.com